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Polyketide synthases (PKSs) are biosynthetic factories that produce natural products with 1 

important biological and pharmacological activities1-3. Their exceptional product diversity 2 

is encoded in a modular architecture. Modular PKSs (modPKSs) catalyze reactions 3 

colinear to the order of modules in an assembly line3, whereas iterative PKS (iPKSs) use a 4 

single module iteratively as exemplified by fungal iPKSs (fiPKSs)3. However, in some cases 5 

non-colinear iterative action is also observed for modPKSs modules and is controlled by 6 

the assembly line environment4,5. PKSs feature a structural and functional separation into 7 

a condensing and a modifying region as observed for fatty acid synthases (FASs)6. Despite 8 

PKSs’ outstanding relevance, the detailed organization of PKSs with complete fully-9 

reducing modifying regions remains elusive. Here, we report a hybrid crystal structure of 10 

Mycobacterium smegmatis mycocerosic acid synthase (MAS) based on structures of its 11 

condensing and modifying regions. MAS is a fully reducing iPKS, closely related to 12 

modPKSs, and the prototype of mycobacterial MAS-like (Msl-)7,8 PKSs. It is involved in 13 

the biosynthesis of C20-C28 branched-chain fatty acids, which are important virulence 14 

factors of mycobacteria9. Our structural data reveal a dimeric linker-based organization of 15 

the modifying region and visualize dynamics and conformational coupling in PKSs. Based 16 

on comparative small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), the observed modifying region 17 

architecture may be common also in modPKSs. The linker based organization provides a 18 

rationale for the characteristic variability of PKS modules as a main contributor to 19 

product diversity. The comprehensive arechitectural model enables functional dissection 20 

and re-engineering of PKSs.  21 
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Each homodimeric PKSs module sequentially elongates acyl-carrier protein (ACP) tethered 1 

precursors by the sequential action of an acyltransferase (AT) and a ketosynthase (KS), 2 

organized in the essential condensing region (KS-AT). The product can further be sequentially 3 

modified by a ketoreductase (ΨKR/KR), a dehydratase (DH), and an enoylreductase (ER)1,3. 4 

These optional domains form the variable modifying region of PKSs. MAS is a fully-reducing 5 

PKS with a complete modifying region (DH-ΨKR-ER-KR). It iteratively elongates linear C12-6 

C20 starter fatty acids in one to four rounds with methyl-malonyl-CoA extender units8 to produce 7 

mycocerosic acids. These MAS products form the core of phenolic glycolipids and phthiocerol 8 

dimycocerosates, key lipids of the mycobacterial cell envelope8. The condensing and modifying 9 

regions of MAS are centrally connected by non-conserved linkers, which permit large-scale 10 

relative motions in related systems10. To obtain a high-quality hybrid model, we divided MAS 11 

into its condensing and modifying region, and excluded the flexibly tethered ACP (Fig. 1a). 12 

 Three constructs of staggered C-terminal length were employed to define the length of 13 

the condensing region (see Methods). All variants crystallized under the same condition; 14 

structure determination mapped the last ordered residue to Glu887. The structure of the most 15 

extended variant (1-892) was refined at 2.3 Å resolution (Extended Data Table 1a). MAS KS-AT 16 

comprises an α/β-fold linker domain (LD) connecting AT to KS (Fig. 1b). The monomeric 17 

condensing region closely resembles those of other PKSs and FASs6,11,12, the closest structural 18 

homologue at individual domain level is module 5 of the 6-deoxyerythronolide B synthase 19 

(DEBS) PKS (Extended Data Table 2a). Compared to previous KS-AT didomain structures, the 20 

AT domain is slightly rotated towards the C-terminal post-AT linker. 21 

Isolated MAS KS-AT crystallized as a monomer lacking the canonical KS-based 22 

dimerization6,11,12, but is in monomer-dimer equilibrium in solution with a Kd of 0.4 mM as 23 
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determined by analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC). It is the first condensing region crystallized 1 

as monomer, but dissociation has been observed for other condensing region fragments in the 2 

absence of dimeric partner domains12-14. Differences to canonical dimeric KS, as exemplified by 3 

DEBS KS5
11 or CurL KS12, are observed around the dimer interface, presumably due to the 4 

absence of stabilizing dimer interactions: The interface-spanning active site tunnel is incomplete 5 

and the loop containing the catalytic cysteine (Cys178) is bent outwards by 9 Å into a non-6 

productive conformation, while the active site histidines (His313,349) are at expected positions 7 

(Extended Data Fig. 1a-c). Four interface segments of 6-19 amino acid (aa) length are disordered 8 

(Fig. 1b), while equivalent regions are ordered in dimeric KS domains. 9 

 A single mode of dimerization based on canonical KS organization was identified by 10 

automated sequence-based methods (see Methods) and homology-based modeling of dimeric 11 

MAS KS-AT restores the active site tunnel and a productive conformation of Cys178 (Extended 12 

Data Fig. 1b, c). The KS-AT dimer adopts a linear shape due to the rotation of AT relative to KS 13 

(Extended Data Fig. 1d). The C-terminal post-AT linkers of the condensing region, which 14 

connect to the modifying region, are proximal to the two-fold dimer axis above the KS active 15 

site, as observed in previous condensing region structures6,11,12. 16 

 The DHs connect the modifying region to the post-AT linkers of the condensing region. 17 

We solved crystal structures of a MAS DH construct (aa 884-1186), which overlaps in sequence 18 

with the crystallized KS-AT, in two crystal forms with a total of six protomers arranged into 19 

almost identical dimers (Extended Data Table 1a). The DH protomer is composed of two hot-dog 20 

folds connected by a 20 aa hot-dog linker (Fig. 1c). A hydrophobic substrate binding tunnel 21 

extends over both hot-dog folds with entrances near the C-terminus and at the distal end of hot-22 

dog fold 2. Active site residues are contributed by both hot-dog folds and are located close to the 23 
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C-terminus (Extended Data Fig. 1e). The nearest structural homologs of DH protomers are 1 

modPKS DH domains (Extended Data Table 2a). In the DH dimer, the two protomers arrange 2 

with their lateral ends bent towards the post-AT linkers with an interdomain angle of 222° 3 

(Fig. 1c). The MAS DH dimer is distinct from the V-shaped DH arrangement in FAS6, which 4 

lacks a dimerization interface and is bent into the opposite direction at an angle of 96°. MAS DH 5 

rather resembles linear DH dimers of modPKSs with interdomain angles of 167-203°15-17 and a 6 

common mode of dimerization via “handshake” interactions between β-strands of the N-terminal 7 

hot-dog folds (Extended Data Fig. 1f-h). 8 

 To obtain an authentic representation of the MAS modifying region, we crystallized in 9 

presence of NADP+ the complete DH-ΨKR-ER-KR segment, which is dimeric in solution based 10 

on AUC. Based on SAXS, ACP deletion is not affecting the overall structure of this region 11 

(Extended Data Fig. 2a-c). The crystallographic asymmetric unit reveals a complex packing of 12 

nine dimers related by non-crystallographic symmetry (NCS). The corresponding 18 polypeptide 13 

chains comprise 20,502 aa (2.2 MDa protein mass), of which 17,680 are modeled. Real-space 14 

NCS averaging and NCS-restrained refinement led to a high-quality model (Rwork/Rfree = 15 

0.23/0.24) at 3.75 Å resolution (Fig. 2, Extended Data Table 1a, Extended Data Fig. 2d-f). The 16 

modifying region dimerizes along an extended interface formed by DH and ER (Extended Data 17 

Table 2b); the ΨKR/KR is laterally connected to DH and ER. MAS, as well as most reducing 18 

modPKSs, lacks a non-catalytic pseudo-methyltransferase domain (ΨME), which is a 19 

characteristic of FASs and fiPKSs. The DH in the modifying region adopts the same dimeric 20 

structure as in the isolated form (Extended Data Table 2a), demonstrating the intrinsic nature of 21 

DH dimerization and its role in organizing the modifying region. The ER domain is 22 

characterized by a large active site tunnel and a well-ordered NADP+ cofactor (Extended Data 23 
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Fig. 3a, b). The ER dimerizes via pseudo-continuous β-sheet formation between the nucleotide 1 

binding subdomains (ERNB) and provides the largest contribution to the modifying region dimer 2 

interface. Its closest structural neighbors are the isolated modPKS ERs from Lyngbya 3 

majuscula18 and the SpnB ER-ΨKR/KR didomain19 (Extended Data Table 2a), even though 4 

these ERs are monomeric. The dimerization mode of MAS ER closely resembles those of the 5 

ERNB subdomain of the PpsC modPKS and the ER of FAS6,20 (Extended Data Fig. 3c). The split 6 

ΨKR/KR resembles modPKSs ΨKR/KR (Extended Data Table 2a)21; as in related B-type KR 7 

domains22, a flexible lid region (aa 1948-1960) remains disordered in the absence of ligand, and 8 

concomitantly, the nicotinamide moiety of NADP+ is disordered (Extended Data Fig. 3d). The 9 

MAS ΨKR exhibits an N-terminal β-α-β-α extension, which is commonly observed in modPKSs, 10 

but not in FASs6,23; this extension exhibits increased flexibility as indicated by temperature 11 

factor distributions (Extended Data Fig. 3e, f). 12 

 Previously, modifying region architecture was discussed based on domain interfaces in 13 

FAS and PKSs fragments1. However, the current analysis of the MAS modifying region reveals a 14 

striking absence of stable interfaces between the different domains: The ER dimer rests on a 15 

platform formed by the DH dimer, but the interface between the two is small and variable (345-16 

638 Å2) (Extended Data Table 2b, Supplementary Video 1). The ΨKR/KR does not contact its 17 

neighboring domains at all and is the region of highest structural variability. Instead, the 18 

architecture of the modifying region is based on three linkers interconnecting the ΨKR/KR, DH, 19 

and ER domains, which act as spacers as well as interaction partners amongst each other and 20 

with catalytic domains (Fig. 3a, b, Extrended Data Fig. 2d): (i) The 27-aa ΨKR-ER linker plays a 21 

central organizing role by forming extended interfaces to ΨKR/KR (975±28 Å2) and ER 22 

(353±20 Å2). Moreover, it interacts with each of the other two linkers via two double-stranded, 23 
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antiparallel β-sheets. The β-sheet formed between the ΨKR-ER and DH-ΨKR linkers (B1 in Fig. 1 

3) is embedded in a surface groove of the ΨKR/KR. It partially extends the Rossman-fold of the 2 

KR and is conserved in PKSs (Extended Data Fig. 4). The β-sheet between the ER-KR and 3 

ΨKR-ER linker (B2 in Fig. 3) mostly interacts with the ER and establishes a gap between the ER 4 

and KR. (ii) The 38-aa DH-ΨKR linker comprises an N-terminal 10-aa α-helix (αDΨ Fig. 3) 5 

followed by the β-strand paired to ΨKR-ER linker and an irregular segment (S1 in Fig. 3a), 6 

which wraps around the ΨKR. Helix αDΨ separates DH and ΨKR/KR; fragments of it are also 7 

observed in structures of isolated DH domains from the Curacin PKS (CurH, K, J)15. (iii) The 8 

20-aa ER-KR linker consists of a terminal irregular segment (S3 in Fig. 3) and the central β-9 

strand paired to the ΨKR-ER linker. It contacts ER and KR via interfaces of 432±24 Å2 and 10 

547±14 Å2, respectively, and together with the ΨKR-ER linker forms a continuous connection 11 

layer between these domains. 12 

 To obtain a MAS hybrid model we connected the overlapping modifying and condensing 13 

region fragments in silico (Fig. 4a). We assume that the condensing region adopts a canonical 14 

dimeric state upon tethering to the dimeric modifying domain. The relative orientation of the 15 

condensing and modifying regions is not defined by the two structures and was chosen in 16 

accordance to intact FAS6. As in FAS, the two fragments connect without secondary contacts 17 

outside the linking region. Based on multiple modes of motion around the central linkage 18 

observed in FAS10, the selected orientation may represent only one out of an ensemble of states 19 

in both multienzymes. Helix formation of the sequence segment linking modifying and 20 

condensing domain was observed at the N-terminus of four protomers in the crystallized 21 

modifying region under stabilization by crystal contacts. The central connection in the hybrid 22 

model consequently was modelled with an α-helix (Extended Data Fig. 5a, b), in contrast to an 23 
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irregular linker in FAS. Notably, short helices in equivalent sequence positions are observed in 1 

modPKS DEBS DH4
16 and Rif DH10

17 as well as in RhiE KS-B24 (Extended Data Fig. 5c, d), 2 

suggesting a more general conservation of helical linkers in modPKSs. 3 

 Conformational dynamics are a key component of multi-enzyme action. They have been 4 

visualized by EM for FAS10 and PikAIII13,25, but not at resolutions required for mechanistic 5 

dissection. The crystallographic visualization of 18 instances of the modifying regions now 6 

provides an opportunity to analyze conformational variability in MAS. The central DH and ER 7 

dimers each behave as rigid bodies, but the ERs move in a screw motion with a translation of up 8 

to 8.5 Å and a rotation by 14° on the DH platform (Fig. 4b, Extended Data Fig. 6a, b). The ERs 9 

are conformationally coupled to the ΨKR/KRs (Supplementary Video 1): Owing to the tethering 10 

of ΨKR/KR to both, the DH and ER, the screw motion of the ERs is transduced into a rotation of 11 

the ΨKR/KRs by up to 40° via a pivot in the linkers ( Extended Data Fig. 6c, d). Even larger 12 

motions may occur in solution, as indicated by pronounced disorder of some ΨKR/KRs in the 13 

crystal. Importantly, conformational coupling via relative DH-ER motions provides crosstalk 14 

between the two lateral clefts of MAS. Although a mechanism for reading out active site states 15 

remains unknown, this coupling could transmit reaction states across the MAS dimer. Notably, 16 

the mobile ACP is tethered to the most flexible catalytic domain (ΨKR/KR), creating a 17 

hierarchic network of gradually increasing domain flexibility.  18 

 Only one condensing region instance has been visualized here, but it extends the 19 

previously observed range of KS-AT conformations6,11,12 (Extended Data Fig. 6e, f). MAS KS-20 

AT features the most linear conformation, which results in narrowing the gap to the modifying 21 

region and shortening of the AT-ACP anchor distances. Variations between condensing regions 22 

correspond to a hinge-bending motion of AT around a pivot in LD (Supplementary Video 2, Fig. 23 
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4b). Although experimental evidence of flexibility in each system is lacking, normal-mode 1 

analysis indicates a conservation of this hinge in all KS-AT didomains. In the EM reconstruction 2 

of PikAIII the AT domain is rotated by approx. 90° relative to MAS and remains a clear outlier 3 

to the set of KS-AT regions depicted by crystallography6,11,12, EM10, and SAXS14. 4 

 The MAS hybrid model is a prototype for Msl-PKS organization7. Moreover, our 5 

structural data reinforce the sequence-based conclusion that MAS also serves as a paradigm for 6 

modPKSs. Despite its iterative mode of action, MAS is clearly assigned phylogenetically to 7 

modPKSs (27-35 % sequence identity) rather than fiPKSs (20-22 % id.) or FASs (19 % id.) 8 

(Extended Data Fig. 7). Structurally, the closest neighbors of all individual MAS domains are 9 

from modPKSs. The absence of a ΨME domain and the presence of a ΨKR β-α-β-α extension 10 

distinguish MAS and most modPKSs from FASs and fiPKSs. “Handshake” interactions of 11 

isolated dimeric DHs are observed only in modPKSs, but not in FAS. Our structural data 12 

reinforce the earlier hypothesis that modPKSs are fundamentally similar to non-colinear iPKSs 13 

such as MAS, and presumably evolved by kinetic coupling of modules26. Indeed, several 14 

modPKS modules act in an iterative mode as part of an assembly line (e.g. BorA527, AurA28). 15 

Other modPKS modules can be converted into a non-colinear mode of action by mutation, e.g. 16 

DEBS module 329, or by isolation from their assembly line environment, e.g. PikAIII30. 17 

 The analysis of the hybrid MAS structure depicts a unique PKS architecture. It agrees 18 

with previous biochemical and structural data on modPKSs fragments, with the exception of the 19 

monomeric state of some isolated ER domains18 or in the domain-swapped crystal structure of 20 

the excised ER-ΨKR/KR didomain of the fully-reducing modPKS SpnB19. Based on the 21 

structure and the monomeric solution state of SpnB-ER-ΨKR/KR, as well as shorter ER-KR 22 

linker in modPKSs, a divergent architecture of modPKSs modifying regions based on a dimeric 23 
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DH arrangement with laterally positioned monomeric KRs and ERs was proposed19. On the 1 

contrary, the MAS modifying region retains a central dimeric ER as observed in FAS and in a 2 

fragment of the modPKS PpsC ER (PDB: #1PQW) (Extended Data Fig. 3c). Importantly, MAS 3 

reveals a dynamic linker-based organization, which (in contrast to FAS) could also accommodate 4 

the typical range of ER-KR linker lengths (5-22 aa) observed in modPKSs (Extended Data Fig. 5 

4) by slight adaptions of the ΨKR/KR position. 6 

 Models of PKS modifying regions based on SpnB-ER-ΨKR/KR and MAS are clearly 7 

distinct on a macromolecular scale and can be experimentally distinguished via SAXS distance 8 

distributions. We selected two well-expressed modifying regions from modPKSs bimodules, 9 

EryA of Gamma proteobacterium HdN1 (GpEryA) and “Pks” (Uniprot: Q3L885) from 10 

Mycobacterium smegmatis (MsPks) for comparative SAXS analysis. Calculated SAXS curves 11 

for SpnB-ER-ΨKR/KR and MAS-like models were compared with experimental SAXS data of 12 

MAS, GpEryA, and MsPks. The derived distance distributions closely match those calculated 13 

from a MAS-like model, but not those based on SpnB-ER-ΨKR/KR (Extended Data Fig. 8). The 14 

SAXS analysis of GpEryA and MsPks clearly supports a wider relevance of the MAS 15 

architecture for modPKSs.  16 

Our structural analysis not only provides detailed insights into MAS, a mycobacterial drug 17 

target, but also establishes a new paradigm for the organization of PKSs modules. It reveals a 18 

unique, dynamic structure of the modifying region based on dimeric DH and ER domains and 19 

provides insights into conformational variability and coupling in fully-reducing PKS modifying 20 

regions. The linker-based architecture supports modularity of the modifying region by requiring 21 

only the adaptation of variable linker regions for evolutionary domain shuffling. It thus 22 

rationalizes an important aspect of the outstanding success of the PKS architecture in the 23 
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generation of chemical diversity. Our results highlight the relevance of matching linker-, rather 1 

than domain-domain interactions in PKS engineering. They contribute to the fundamental 2 

understanding of PKS architecture, as well as to the functional dissection and re-engineering of 3 

related synthases including relevant drug targets and important producers of bioactive 4 

compounds. 5 
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 1 

Figure 1 | Domain organization, condensing region, and dimeric DH domain of MAS. a, MAS is 2 

organized in a condensing (KS: ketosynthase, LD: linker domain, AT: acyltransferase, ATFD: ferredoxin-3 

like AT subdomain) and a modifying region (DH: dehydratase, DHHD1/2: DH hot-dog fold 1/2, KR: 4 

ketoreductase, ΨKR: non-catalytic pseudo-KR domain, ER: enoylreductase, ERNB/SB: nucleotide/substrate 5 

binding ER subdomain), followed by a flexibly-tethered acyl carrier protein domain (ACP). Crystallized 6 

constructs are indicated. b, Monomeric condensing region crystal structure. The AT position corresponds 7 

to a rotation around a hinge in the LD relative to DEBS KS5-AT5
11 (white). Black spheres indicate ends of 8 

disordered segments (aa 47-65, 132-151, 211-220, 277-283). c, Crystal structure of the dimeric DH. Each 9 

monomer comprises two hot-dog folds connected by a 20 aa hot-dog linker (grey). The DH active site 10 

tunnel (white) has two openings and the dimer is bent with an interdomain angle of 222°. 11 
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 1 

Figure 2 | Crystal structure of the dimeric MAS modifying region. The MAS modifying region is 2 

organized by the dimerization of the central DH (light green) and ER (darker greens) domains (upper 3 

panel: front view, lower panel: top view). The DH dimer reveals virtually the same bent organization as 4 

observed in the crystal structures of the isolated DH domains. The ΨKR/KR (yellow) domains are 5 

laterally tethered, share no direct interface with any other catalytic domain, and their positioning is the 6 

most variable of all domains. Bound cofactors are shown in sphere representation colored by element 7 

type. A two fold dimer axis is indicated in the lower panel. 8 

 9 
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Figure 3 | Linker-based organization of the MAS modifying region. The DH and ER lack direct 1 

interdomain contacts to the ΨKR/KR domains. The modifying region is established by an interplay of 2 

irregular and helical linker segments with two double-stranded antiparallel linker β-sheets (B1, B2), 3 

which interact with the ΨKR/KR and ER domain, respectively. a, The DH-ΨKR linker (aa 1177-1214) 4 

provides helix αDΨ as a spacer between DH and β-sheet B1 on the surface of the ΨKR/KR. The DH-ΨKR 5 

linker continues into segment S1 and ends in a partially disordered loop (light yellow), which was traced 6 

only in one chain. The central ΨKR-ER linker (aa 1392-1418) engages in both β-sheets (B1 and B2); the 7 

stretch S2 between sheet B1 and B2 adopts two alternate conformations among different chains. b, The 8 

ER-KR linker (aa 1744-1764) contains an irregular stretch (S3, aa 1753-1764), which is considerably 9 

longer than required to bridge the interdomain gap. 10 

 11 

Figure 4 | Hybrid model of a dynamic MAS dimer. a, A hybrid MAS model was assembled by linking 12 

the condensing and modifying region structures. Central helical linkers connect the two regions without 13 
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secondary interactions. The orientation around the linkage is presumably flexibly and has been modeled 1 

according to the FAS structure. A homology model of mobile ACP is indicated (transparent grey) in a 2 

resting position without domain interactions. b, Conformational variability based on a comparison of 18 3 

MAS modifying region chains and five homologous condensing region (Extended Data Fig. 6e, f) 4 

structures in combination with normal-mode analysis are shown. The lateral ER dimer motion on the DH 5 

platform is coupled to a rotation of both double-tethered ΨKR/KRs by up to 40.4° (Supplementary Video 6 

1). The positions of the AT relative to KS in different condensing region structures correspond to a 7 

rotation of up to 43° between the most linear (MAS) and the most bent (human FAS) variant. 8 

 9 

 10 

 11 

 12 

 13 

  14 
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ONLINE METHODS 1 

 2 

Cloning, Expression and Purification 3 

Mycobacterium smegmatis (ATCC® 700084) was cultured according to ATCC 4 

recommendations. Cells were pelleted and washed with TE buffer. A cell pellet of Gamma 5 

proteobacterium HdN1 was provided by Dr. J. Zedelius (Max Planck Institute, Bremen, 6 

Germany). Cells were resuspended in lysis buffer (0.1 M Tris pH 8.0, 0.2 M NaCl, 5 mM EDTA, 7 

0.2 mg ml-1 lysozyme), incubated for 6 h at 37 °C, subsequently supplemented with 0.5 % SDS 8 

and 0.2 mg ml-1 proteinase K and incubated at 65 °C for 24 h. DNA was purified by phenol-9 

chloroform extraction and dissolved in TE buffer. The MAS KS-AT constructs (Uniprot: 10 

A0R1E8, aa 1-884, 1-887, 1-892), MAS DH (A0R1E8, 884-1186), MAS DH-ΨKR-ER-KR 11 

(A0R1E8, 884-2020), “Pks” DH-ΨKR-ER-KR (Q3L885, 2450-3580) were cloned into 12 

pNIC28a-Bsa vectors; GpEryA DH-ΨKR-ER-KR (E1VID6, 2420-3575) constructs were cloned 13 

into a Gateway® compatible pETG-10A destination vector (provided by EMBL Heidelberg). 14 

MAS DH-ΨKR-ER-KR-ACP (A0R1E8, 884-2111) was cloned by codon optimized gene 15 

synthesis of ACP (GenScript) and restriction cloning (BsrGI/HindIII) into pNIC28a-Bsa-MAS 16 

DH-ΨKR-ER-KR (884-2020). All constructs were designed as N-terminal tobacco etch virus 17 

(TEV) protease cleavable hexa-histidine (His6) fusion constructs and co-expressed with 18 

Streptomyces chaperonins31 (pETcoco-2A-L1SL2 plasmid) in BL21(DE3) and Rosetta(DE3) 19 

pLysS (GpEryA). Cells were cultured in 2xYT media, supplemented with 0.5 % glycerol, NPS 20 

(25 mM (NH4)2SO4, 50 mM KH2PO4, 50 mM Na2HPO4), kanamycin (100 μg/ml), 21 

chloramphenicol (34 μg/ml), and ampicillin (100 μg/ml). An expression culture (1.5 L) was 22 

inoculated (1:20), grown at 37 °C for 2  h, cooled to 20 °C, and induced with isopropyl-β-D-23 
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thiogalactopyranosid (0.1 mM) at an OD600 of 1.0. Cells were harvested after 12 h by 1 

centrifugation (7,000 x g) and resuspended in lysis buffer (50 mM HEPES pH 7.4, 20 mM 2 

imidazole, 0.5 M NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 10 % glycerol (v/v), 2.5 mM β-mercaptoethanol), 3 

supplemented with protease inhibitors (200 μM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, 20 μM bestatin, 4 

4 μM E64, 2 μM pepstatin A, 20 μM phenantrolin, 2 μM phosphoramidon) as well as DNase, 5 

RNase, and lysozyme. Cells were placed on ice and lysed by sonication. The lysate was cleared 6 

by centrifugation (100,000 x g, 30 min) and the supernatant was loaded onto a 5 ml Ni-affinity 7 

column (GenScript) pre-equilibrated with lysis buffer. Unbound protein was eluted with 4 8 

alternating wash cycles of 5 column volumes (CV) lysis buffer and HisA buffer (50 mM HEPES 9 

pH 7.4, 20 mM imidazole, 50 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 10 % glycerol (v/v), 2.5 mM β-10 

mercaptoethanol, inhibitors), until a stable baseline (A280) was reached. The sample was eluted 11 

with 2 CV HisB buffer (50 mM HEPES pH 7.4, 250 mM imidazole, 50 mM NaCl, 10 % glycerol 12 

(v/v), 2.5 mM β-mercapto ethanol, inhibitors) and diluted (1:10) with AIC-A buffer (50 mM 13 

Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 20 mM KCl, 10 % (v/v) glycerol, 2.5 mM β-mercaptoethanol). The sample was 14 

loaded on a 6.5 ml anion exchange column (PL-SAX 4,000 Å, 10 μm) and washed with 20 CV. 15 

The samples were eluted with a stepped gradient to 100 % AIC-B (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 1 M 16 

NaCl, 10 % (v/v) glycerol, 2.5 mM β-mercaptoethanol). For DH-ΨKR-ER-KR the gradient was 17 

held at a conductivity of 15 mS/cm until a stable baseline (A280) was obtained in order to elute 18 

Streptomyces chaperonins. DH-ΨKR-ER-KR eluted at 17-20 mS/cm. Pure fractions were pooled, 19 

supplemented with TEV protease (1 mg protease per 100 mg tagged protein) and incubated for 20 

10 h at 4 °C. Uncleaved protein, as well as the cleaved His6-tag was removed by passing the 21 

solution through a 5 ml orthogonal Ni-affinity column (GenScript). The flow-through was 22 

pooled, concentrated and subjected to gel permeation chromatography (Superdex 200 16/60, GE 23 
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Healthcare) using GPC buffer (20 mM HEPES pH 7.4, 250 mM NaCl, 5 % glycerol (v/v), 5 mM 1 

dithiothreitol). Pure fractions were pooled, and monodispersity was monitored by dynamic light 2 

scattering at 1 mg ml-1. Related purification protocols were applied to MAS DH-ΨKR-ER-KR-3 

ACP, “Pks” DH-ΨKR-ER-KR (HiTrap CaptoQ column), GpEryA DH-ΨKR-ER-KR (both no 4 

TEV protease cleavage and orthogonal Ni-affinity column), and MAS DH (no anion exchange 5 

chromatography). 6 

Crystallization 7 

All crystallization experiments were performed using a robotic setup applying the sitting drop 8 

vapor diffusion method.  9 

MAS KS-AT bipyramidal crystals were grown at 4 °C by mixing 0.2 μl of protein in GPC buffer 10 

(38 mg ml-1) with 0.2 μl reservoir solution (0.1 M MES/imidazole pH 6.5, 0.1 M MgCl2, 0.1 M 11 

CaCl2, 12.5 % (v/v) polyethylene glycol 1,000 (v/v), 7.5 % (w/v) polyethylene glycol (PEG) 12 

3,350, 12.5 % 2-methyl-2,4-pentanediol (MPD)). Crystals grew to a final size of 13 

0.8x0.4x0.2 mm3 within one week and were flash frozen in liquid nitrogen. 14 

The MAS DH domain was crystallized in space group P21 at 18 °C by mixing 0.2 μl of protein in 15 

GPC buffer (38 mg/ml) with 0.1 μl reservoir solution (0.1 M bis-Tris pH 6.5, 0.2 M MgCl2, 25 % 16 

(v/v) PEG 3,350) and grew to a final size of 0.4x0.2x0.1 mm3 within one week. Crystals in space 17 

group P21212 appeared after 30 days at 18 °C by mixing 1 μl of protein in GPC buffer 18 

(38 mg/ml) with 2 μl reservoir solution (0.25 M di-sodium malonate, 24 % (w/v) PEG 3,350) 19 

and grew to a final size of 1x0.4x0.3 mm3. Prior to harvesting all crystals of MAS DH were cryo 20 

protected (25 % (v/v) ethylene glycol) and flash frozen in liquid nitrogen. 21 
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Needle shaped crystals of MAS DH-ΨKR-ER-KR were obtained by mixing protein solution at 1 

18.4 mg ml-1 (GPC buffer, 1.5 mM NADP+) and reservoir solution (0.03 M MgCl2, 0.03 M 2 

CaCl2, 20 % ethylene glycol, 10 % PEG 8000, 0.1 M MES/imidazole pH 6.5) at 4 °C. 3 

Crystallization was optimized by exchanging PEG 8,000 by PEG 3,350, decreasing the PEG 4 

3,350 concentration to 7-13% (w/v) and by carefully monitored microseeding. Subsequent 5 

optimization was performed using automated robotic setup and seeding at 4 °C. Final crystals 6 

(1.0x0.3x0.2 mm3) were obtained after mixing 1 μl protein (20.3 mg ml-1 in GPC buffer incl. 7 

1.5 mM NADP+) with 1 μl of reservoir solution (5.25 % (w/v) PEG 3,350, 20 % (v/v) ethylene 8 

glycol, 0.1 M MES pH 7.0, 52 mM MgCl2, 52 mM CaCl2) and 0.2 μl seed stock. Diffraction 9 

properties were optimized by crystal dehydration: Over a period of 4 h crystals were transferred 10 

to a dehydration solution (0.05 M MES pH 7.0, 25 % ethylene glycol, 25 % PEG 3,350, 56 mM 11 

MgCl2, 56 mM CaCl2, 1.5 mM NADP+) by a step-wise exchange of the drop solution. All 12 

crystals were harvested and plunge frozen in liquid nitrogen. Integrity of the protein in final 13 

crystals was examined by denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. 14 
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Data collection and structure determination 1 

All data sets were collected at the Swiss Light Source (SLS, Villigen, Switzerland) at a 2 

temperature of 100 K. Data sets of DH crystals were collected at beamline X06DA (P21: 3 

λ= 0.999870 Å, T= 100 K; P21212: λ= 0.97626 Å). All other data sets were collected at beamline 4 

X06SA (KS-AT: λ=0.97940 Å, DH-ΨKR-ER-KR: λ= 0.97626 Å). Data reduction was 5 

performed using XDS32 and XSCALE32, datasets were analyzed with phenix.xtriage33. All 6 

structures were solved with PHASER34 using molecular replacement. 7 

Crystals of all KS-AT didomain variants of MAS are isomorphic in space group P41212. The KS 8 

and AT domains of DEBS KS5-AT5
11 were used as molecular replacement templates and initial 9 

rebuilding was achieved by BUCCANEER35. All three crystal structures were virtually identical 10 

except for the identity of the last ordered C-terminal residue. The construct with the most 11 

extended C-terminus (1-892) revealed aa 887 as last ordered residue, which is overlapping in 12 

sequence with the modifying region. Thus we continued refinement only for crystals of this 13 

variant (aa 1-892) with unit cell constants of a= 77.5 Å, b= 77.5 Å, c= 371.2 Å and a solvent 14 

content of 56 %. A final model was obtained after iterative cycles of real space model building in 15 

COOT36 and TLS refinement in Phenix33 and was refined to Rwork/Rfree values of 0.21/0.23 at 2.3 16 

Å resolution with excellent geometry (Ramachandran favored/outliers: 97.8 %/0.2 %) (Extended 17 

Data Table 1a). 18 

Crystals of the DH domain of MAS belong to space group P21 (a= 59.7 Å, b= 162.4 Å, 19 

c= 66.6 Å, β= 91.4°) and P21212 (a= 67.1 Å, b= 162.2 Å, c= 59.5 Å) with a solvent content of 20 

49 % and 51 %, respectively. A molecular replacement search model was based on CurK DH15. 21 

Initial maps were improved by density modification and NCS averaging with PARROT37, 22 
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followed by automated rebuilding with BUCCANEER35. Final models were obtained after 1 

iterative cycles of model building in COOT36, and refinement in BUSTER38 (P21) and Phenix33 2 

(P21212), yielding excellent geometry (Ramachandran favored/outliers: P21=98.2 %/0.0 %; 3 

P21212=98.2 %/0.2 %) and Rwork/Rfree values of 0.18/0.20 (P21) and 0.15/0.18 (P21212) (Extended 4 

Data Table 1a). 5 

Crystals of MAS DH-ΨKR-ER-KR in space group P1 (a= 151.4 Å, b= 190.4 Å, c= 270.8 Å, 6 

α= 95.6°, β= 91.9°, γ= 103.7°) diffracted to a maximum resolution of 3.75 Å. The asymmetric 7 

unit contained 18 protomers in nine dimers with 20,502 amino acids and a molecular mass of 8 

2.2 MDa at 65 % solvent content. Data were collected at four different positions of a single 9 

crystal and combined to obtain a complete high-quality dataset. The resolution cutoff was 10 

determined by CC1/2 criterion39. Self-rotation functions revealed non-crystallographic rotational 11 

symmetry (NCS) and the native patterson function indicated translational NCS.  12 

Initially, a partial molecular replacement solution was obtained for the ER dimer using the ER 13 

domain of porcine FAS (pFAS)6. Other known structures of homologous domains did not 14 

provide efficient search models. The structure of the isolated MAS DH domain, determined here 15 

independently, yielded equivalent solutions in agreement with the pFAS ER based solution. For 16 

final structure determination both models where used in subsequent rounds of molecular 17 

replacement. Start models for building further regions were generated by homology modelling 18 

using Swiss Model40. In order to allow unbiased refinement in real and reciprocal space, 19 

phenix.reflection_tools33 was used to define a thin-resolution shell-based test set41, and test set 20 

reflections were excluded from calculating maps, which were used for real-space refinement. 21 

Initial refinement cycles included rigid body refinement and restrained refinement. The impact of 22 

various low-resolution restraint formulations on refinement were tested carefully. Local NCS is 23 
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particularly well-suited for MAS DH-ΨKR-ER-KR intermediate resolution refinement due to the 1 

high degree of NCS and the fact that using local NCS restrains avoids any external standard 2 

restraints based on assumptions on secondary structure or homologous peptide structures. Thus 3 

local structural similarity restraints (LSSR)42 were combined only with reference model 4 

restraints to the authentic DH domain structure using autopruning in BUSTER38. After every 5 

round of refinement, bias-reduced, solvent flattened and NCS-averaged maps were calculated 6 

using DM43 without applying phase combination. Sharpened NCS-average maps were generated 7 

by applying a sharpening B-factor to the structure factor amplitudes prior to averaging. Initially, 8 

real-space rigid body fitting of individual secondary structure elements was applied for instances 9 

of every domain type (DH, ΨKR, ERNB, ERSB, KR) followed by symmetry expansion and rigid 10 

body fitting for entire domains. Best defined regions of the electron density maps were used for 11 

rebuilding of every domain type using Coot36 and O44, respectively, symmetry expanded, and 12 

recombined into 18 chains. At this point, unambiguous difference electron density indicated the 13 

connecting linkers, which were manually built into the maps and refined without symmetry 14 

expansion (Extended Data Fig. 2d, e). Later refinement cycles included TLS refinement, using 15 

one group per domain and linker, individual B-factor refinement and automated weight factor 16 

determination. During rebuilding B-sharpening, NCS average and density modification as well 17 

as feature enhanced maps33 were used. Overall, the use of 18-fold-domain-wise NCS averaging 18 

results in highly accurate and unbiased phase determination irrespective of details of the atomic 19 

model. The combined use of NCS-averaging and B-factor sharpening led to an exceptional map 20 

quality typical for maps at considerable higher resolution; (Extended Data Fig. 2f). Bound 21 

NADP+ cofactors were added for final refinement cycles. NADP+ is well ordered in the ER 22 

domain, while the nicotinamide moieties are disordered in the KR domains and were not 23 
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included in the final model. A total of five KR and four ΨKR domains, which lack stabilization 1 

by crystal contacts, were either disordered or present in multiple orientations, and not included in 2 

the final model, despite significant positive difference density. The KR domain in chain L shows 3 

a significantly more tilted orientation as observed in all other instances of the KR domains, 4 

which however agrees with the identified hinge regions. A single model was placed for this 5 

domain, which achieved the largest improvement of R-factors and was characterized by the 6 

lowest B-factors after refinement, although a secondary alternate conformation might be present. 7 

The refinement of the final model (excluding disordered regions (chains): 883-895 (E-R), 1206-8 

1213, 1283-1287, 1948-1960, ΨKR(I/L/O/Q-R) , KR(I/O/Q-R)) was completed with Rwork/Rfree 9 

values of 0.23/0.24 and very good geometry for the resolution range (Ramachandran 10 

favored/outliers: 91.6 % / 1.8 %). 11 

Analytical Ultracentrifugation 12 

To determine oligomeric states in solution, sedimentation equilibrium analytical 13 

ultracentrifugation experiments were performed for MAS DH-ΨKR-ER-KR and MAS KS-AT. 14 

140 µl columns containing proteins at concentrations of 3.5-4.5 mg ml-1 in GPC buffer were 15 

subjected to centrifugation at 4,800 and 7,800 rpm at 12 °C, with detection by radial absorbance 16 

scanning at 305 nm. At each speed, centrifugation was allowed to proceed until sedimentation 17 

equilibrium was attained, as judged by pairwise comparison of scans using the approach to 18 

equilibrium function in SEDFIT (https://sedfitsedphat.nibib.nih.gov). Buffer density 19 

(1.0277 g/ml) and viscosity (1.5306 cP) were measured at 12 °C using an Anton Paar 20 

DMA4500M densitometer and an AMVn viscometer, respectively. Molar extinction coefficients 21 

at 305 nm were calculated for each protein from the ratio of observed absorbance at various 22 

wavelengths in spectra at different dilutions and calculated molar extinction coefficients. The 23 
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partial specific volume for each protein was calculated from sequence in SEDFIT. The radial 1 

absorbance scans at equilibrium for the two speeds were globally fitted to the "single species of 2 

interacting system" mode in SEDPHAT45 to determine the apparent molecular mass of the 3 

protein in solution. If the obtained molecular mass was intermediate between the value expected 4 

for a monomer and a dimer, the data were globally fitted to the monomer-dimer association 5 

model in SEDPHAT, with the molecular mass of the monomer fixed to the value calculated from 6 

the sequence. In both cases data were fitted using a fixed meniscus position, a floating bottom 7 

position, mass conservation constraints, a floating baseline and fitting radially-independent noise 8 

components. Confidence intervals on single-species masses or dissociation constants were 9 

obtained by the Monte-Carlo method implemented in SEDPHAT. 10 

Small angle X-ray scattering 11 

Small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) data were collected at the beamline X12SA of SLS. 12 

Samples were dialyzed into GPC buffer, diluted to concentrations between 3-10 mg ml-1and 13 

centrifuged at 13,000 x g and 8 °C until measurement. Glass capillaries (1 mm inner diameter) 14 

were mounted on a temperature-controlled holder at 12 °C. Data collection was performed using 15 

a Pilatus 2M detector at a distance of 2.14 m and a wavelength of 1.000 Å. Data were collected 16 

in eight repetitive scans each including ten 40 ms acquisitions at ten capillary positions yielding 17 

a total of 800 frames per buffer and protein, respectively. Frames with artefacts e.g. from air 18 

bubbles, were identified using SLS/PSI software (SAXS_inspect2) and excluded from the data 19 

sets. Radial averages were calculated and exported using beamline software for scattering 20 

vectors from 0.005 to 0.7 Å-1 defined as q = 4π/λsinθ. Scattering curves were averaged using 21 

DATAVER46; buffer profiles were subtracted using DATOP46. Scaling factors and p-values of a 22 

Students-T test were analyzed using DATMERGE46 and DATCMP46, respectively. Later frames 23 
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were affected by increasing radiation damage and were excluded from further processing. Final 1 

scattering curves for each sample concentration were thus obtained from 300 individual profiles. 2 

The radius of gyration (Rg) and zero angle intensity (I(0)) was calculated from the Guinier 3 

approximation using AUTORG46 and is consistent with values obtained from atomic distance 4 

distributions p(r) using DATGNOM46 (Extended Data Table 1b). Scattering profiles at different 5 

concentrations were only combined if a noise reduction at medium and high scattering vectors 6 

could be obtained. 7 

Modifying regions bear an intrinsic flexibility, which requires a flexible fitting approach in order 8 

to sample the full conformational space of the structures. Some approaches for flexible SAXS 9 

fitting have been described47,48, but none was able to refine an individual structure while 10 

maintaining two-fold symmetry. Therefore, we combined dynamic elastic network restraints 11 

from CNS49 with SAXS-target refinement and twofold symmetry averaging in XPLOR-NIH50 12 

for the refinement of individual structures by simulated annealing. SAXS scattering curves of 13 

atomic models, fits with experimental data, and distance distributions were calculated using 14 

CRYSOL46 and DATGNOM46. All SAXS curves were plotted using Python Matplotlib. 15 

For comparing calculated and experimental SAXS scattering curves, three models for the 16 

architecture of modifying regions were generated based on the crystal structure of the domain-17 

swapped SpnB fragment (ER-KR/ΨKR). The first model was obtained according to the original 18 

publication19 by superposing the monomeric ER-KR/ΨKR domain on the KR domain of pFAS6. 19 

A linear homology model of SpnB DH40 was placed into the position of pFAS DH and the 20 

domain swap in SpnB ER-KR/ΨKR was replaced with the corresponding region from DEBS 21 

KR1
51. The second model was constructed in the same way via a superposition on MAS KR. The 22 

relative domain arrangement of SpnB ER-KR/ΨKR was not altered in these two models, only the 23 
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domain swap was corrected. The third more generalized modPKS model was constructed in 1 

order to verify if shorter ER-KR linkers are in contradiction with the architecture of MAS. As a 2 

representative for short ER-KR linkers, the structure of SpnB ER-KR/ΨKR (6 aa) and the 3 

corresponding DH homology model were modeled as individual domains on MAS, while the 4 

linear DH dimer was maintained. ΨKR-ER linkers could be readily reconnected and regularized, 5 

whereas the ER-KR linker required a tilt of the ΨKR/KR domain. The tilt maintained a 6 

reasonable distance between the C-terminus of the DH and N-terminus of the ΨKR domain and 7 

yielded a linker architecture of a modPKS in agreement with MAS without stable direct 8 

interdomain contacts. SAXS curves and distance distributions were calculated of all models and 9 

compared to experimental SAXS scattering curves of MAS and two modPKS modifying regions 10 

with short ER-KR linkers (GpEryA: 9 aa; MsPks: 8 aa). 11 

Structure analysis and visualization 12 

Related structures were identified using PDBeFold52 and interfaces were analyzed using 13 

QtPISA53. Transformations and coordinate manipulations were carried out using CCP454 tools, 14 

MODTRAFO (T. Schirmer, Biozentrum Basel, http://www.biozentrum.unibas.ch) and 15 

MOLEMAN55. The automated Oligo algorithm56 as implemented in Swiss Model 16 

unambiguously detected and predicted a single mode of dimerization of MAS KS-AT based on 17 

sequence homology. Initially, the dimeric form of KS-AT was assembled by least squares fitting 18 

of secondary structure elements on DEBS KS5
11. Then, all residues in a radius of 7.5 Å to the 19 

dimer interface were deleted and multi-template homology modelling using modeller 9.1557 was 20 

used to construct a full-length dimeric homology model based on 20 homodimeric PKSs/FASs 21 

KS structures and the interface deleted MAS KS-AT structure. Remodeled regions (excluding all 22 

crystallographically defined regions beyond the radial cutoff) were geometry minimized using 23 
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phenix.geometry_minimization33. The position where the post-AT linker becomes disordered 1 

was located by crystallization of KS-AT didomains with three different linker lengths (1-884, 1-2 

887, 1-892). Normal mode analyses was carried out using the Bio3D58 library in “R”. Hinge 3 

bending analysis was carried out by pre-aligning all structures to a reference substructure using 4 

LSQKAB59, followed by a MODTRAFO (T. Schirmer, Biozentrum Basel, 5 

http://www.biozentrum.unibas.ch) analysis of the moving substructure. Principle screw axes 6 

were determined by averaging the direction vectors of the screw axes using Python Numpy and 7 

locating a central hinge point from the position of all screw axes. Active site distances were 8 

calculated using BIOPYTHON60. All axes were visualized using PYMOL61. Interdomain angles 9 

of DH dimers were calculated by pre-aligning all DH dimers to one DH domain of MAS DH, 10 

followed by calculating the angle between the first principle component vector of the secondary 11 

structure elements of both domains. The angles were visualized using PYMOL61. Bias-removal 12 

for Fobs-Fcalc omit maps was achieved by applying a random perturbation to coordinates (Δ0.2 Å) 13 

and B-factors (Δ20 % of the mean overall B-factor) using MOLEMAN255 prior to refinement. 14 

Figures, movies and active site tunnels were generated using PYMOL61, LSQMAN62, and 15 

CAVER 3.063. 16 

Sequence analysis 17 

55 sequences containing fully reducing modifying regions were selected from FASs, fiPKSs, 18 

Msl-, one trans-AT and 36 modPKSs modules. Structure-based sequence alignments of all 19 

PKSs/FASs type I domain structures were generated using PDBefold52 and used as reference for 20 

the alignment of individual domains using ClustalW264. Linkers were aligned without reference, 21 

assembled with the individual domain alignments and manually corrected in Geneious v7.1.765. 22 

Phylogenetic trees were generated using the neighboring joining algorithm in Geneious v7.1.765. 23 
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 1 

Extended Data Table 1 | X-ray data collection and processing table. a, Crystallographic data 2 

collection and refinement statistics. The resolution cutoff was determined by CC1/2 criterion (Karplus and 3 



35 

Diederichs, 2012). *, Highest resolution shell is shown in parenthesis. b, Small angle X-ray scattering 1 

data collection and processing. 2 

 3 

Extended Data Table 2 | Structural comparison and interface analysis. a, Cα r.m.s. deviations 4 

obtained for structural comparison of MAS domains with their closest structural neighbors. *, not part of 5 

a fully-reductive modifying region, †, PDB entry 1pqw (unpublished). b, Interfaces in the crystal 6 

structures of MAS variants. Standard deviations (SDV) and minima/maxima are given for structures 7 

containing more than one interface.‡, by direct superposition of the monomeric KS-AT structure on the 8 

DEBS KS5 dimer. In the KS-AT dimer with restored interface (by homology modelling), the total area 9 

increases to 2.289 Å2. d, dimer. 10 
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 1 

Extended Data Figure 1 | Reconstruction of the dimeric KS-AT didomain and DH dimer 2 

organization. a, The condensing region dimer was reconstructed by least square fitting on DEBS KS5
11 3 

and multi-template homology modeling of disordered segments and the active site loop (gold). Termini of 4 

the remodelled segments are indicated by  black spheres. A pseudo-continuous β-sheet is formed across 5 

the dimer interface. The post-AT linker terminates close to the dimer axis. b, Close-up view on the 6 
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reconstructed KS dimer with an active site tunnel spanning both protomers (white), which is enclosed by 1 

four remodelled segments (gold). c, The active site loop containing the catalytic Cys178 is dislocated in 2 

the monomeric (orange) form of MAS KS-AT, whereas the active site His313 and His349 occupy the 3 

same position as in the dimeric DEBS KS5-AT5 structure (white-transparent). The canonical conformation 4 

of Cys178 observed in dimeric KS domains is restored in the dimeric KS-AT model (gold-transparent) 5 

d, MAS KS-AT (colored, red line) reveals the most linear overall structure (right panel) of all PKSs/FAS 6 

condensing region structures6,11,12,66,67 (corresponding to Extended Data 6e, f). e , The DH active site 7 

residues are located at the interface of the two hot-dog folds (light and dark green; active site tunnel in 8 

white). f, Interdomain angles in DH dimers6,15-17. Dimers were superposed onto one protomer (left) of 9 

MAS, and the angles between two protomers are compared. For clarity, only MAS DH is shown in green, 10 

for other DH domains only one equivalent helix is highlighted in color. The FAS pseudo-dimeric DH 11 

domains (red helix) adopt a “V”-shaped structure (interdomain angle: 96°), while PKS DH dimers 12 

(various colors) are almost linear (167° - 203°). The MAS DH dimer (green) is bent to the opposite 13 

direction relative to FAS, and exhibits the largest interdomain angle (222°) (asterisks indicates DHs that 14 

are part of fully-reducing modifying regions). g, Dimer interface of MAS DH, and h, dimer interface of 15 

the isolated DH of the CurH15 modPKS. Dimerization of MAS and CurH DH are mediated by 16 

“handshake” interactions of the N-terminal hot-dog folds. In MAS DH, an N-terminal β-strand extension 17 

further contributes to dimerization. 18 
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 1 
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Extended Data Figure 2 | Effect of ACP deletion and electron density maps of the MAS modifying 1 

region crystal structure. a, SAXS experiments reveal conserved scattering profiles for the modifying 2 

region with ACP (dotted orange) and without ACP (dotted green), which resemble the scattering curve of 3 

the SAXS-refined X-ray structure (green). b, c, The experimentally determined interatomic distance 4 

distributions are in agreement with the maximum extends of the modifying domain with (b) and without 5 

(c) ACP, 250 Å and 201 Å, respectively. In b a set of plausible ACP positions is shown (transparent), 6 

based on the length of the KR-ACP linker. d, Unbiased Fobs-Fcalc omit difference map of the modifying 7 

region linkers in chain B (contoured at 2.5 σ) is shown. e , Unbiased Fobs-Fcalc omit difference map of the 8 

post-AT linker helices in chain A and B (contoured at 2.5 σ); The helices could be modeled due to 9 

stabilizing crystal contacts. f, Electron density maps covering the three different domain types as 10 

indicated (left: 2 Fobs-Fcalc at 1.0 σ, middle: bias-reduced density modified NCS average map at 1.0 σ, 11 

right: bias-reduced density modified NCS average map at 1.0 σ, with additional details revealed by 12 

applying a B-sharpening factor of -80 Å2). 13 
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Extended Data Figure 3 | Active site and structural comparison of the MAS ER and ΨKR/KR 1 

domains. a, The MAS ER active site tunnel (white) is lined by an NADP+ cofactor. b, An Fobs-Fcalc 2 

shaked omit map (contoured at 3.0 σ) is shown for the NADP+ cofactor in chain J. c, The ER domains of 3 

FAS6, MAS, and the modPKS PpsC dimerize via continuous β-sheet formation between the nucleotide 4 

binding subdomains (ERNB), whereas the SpnB ER was crystallized as monomer and represents a group 5 

of isolated ER domains18,19. d, The active site of ΨKR/KR locates to an elongated surface groove, which 6 

partially extends to the ΨKR domain and is presumably closed upon ligand binding by a disordered lid 7 

region (aa 1948-1960). An Fobs-Fcalc omit map (contoured at 3.0 σ) is shown for the partially ordered 8 

NADP+ cofactor. Left: surface, right: cartoon representation. e , MAS (pale yellow) features an N-terminal 9 

β1-α1-β2-α2 extension of the ΨKR Rossmann-fold, which is commonly found in PKSs (violet: Tylosin 10 

PKS ΨKR1
21), but absent in FASs (green: porcine FAS (pFAS) ΨKR6). Secondary structure labels refer to 11 

MAS ΨKR. f,  Average main chain B-factors across all chains reveal distally increasing flexibility with 12 

highest B-factors for the ΨKR domain, in particular its β-α-β-α extension, and the C-terminal ACP 13 

anchor. 14 
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Extended Data Figure 4 | Alignment of linker regions of 55 fully reducing modifying regions of 1 

PKSs and FASs. The alignment reveals sequence conservation of the β-sheet B1 (β1 and β2), which is 2 

inserted in a surface groove of the ΨKR/KR domain. In MAS, strands β3 and β4 form the second 3 

antiparallel β-sheet B2. The ER-KR linker is considerably shorter in a subgroup of modPKSs. Sequence 4 

numbers and secondary structure elements correspond to M. smegmatis MAS (MAS (Ms) highlighted in 5 

orange). All modules are labeled as: Protein name (organism abbr.) Uniprot number. Modules of Msl-6 

PKSs (green text), modPKSs (light green), fiPKSs (blue), and FASs (yellow) are grouped by phylogeny 7 

(for details and color coding see Extended Data Fig. 7). PDB identifiers are indicated in the boxes 8 

representing the corresponding domains. Amino acids are shown in Clustal colors. (*, diketide synthase; 9 

†, PKS cluster contains non-colinear iterative modules; ‡, modular non-colinear iPKS module ; §, trans-AT 10 

PKS) 11 

 12 
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Extended Data Figure 5 | Helical organization of central linking segments in MAS and modPKSs. 1 

a, Assembly of the MAS central linking region from authentic crystal structures of the condensing and 2 

modifying regions. The two structures overlap in sequence by four residues (blue). b, Hybrid model based 3 

on the homology completed KS dimer and reconnected helical linkers. Ends of loops defined by the KS-4 

AT crystal structure are indicated by black spheres. Disordered segments in the dimeric condensing 5 

region are reconstructed by multi-template homology modelling (gold); color coding is as in a. c, d, Helix 6 

formation in sequence regions corresponding to central linkers are also observed in the isolated crystal 7 

structure of the modPKS DH domain of the fully-reducing DEBS module 416 (c), RifDH10
17 (not shown) 8 

and in the crystal structure of the RhiE KS-B didomain24 (d), where a KS domain is connected directly to 9 

a DH homologous domain, the B domain.  10 
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 1 

Extended Data Figure 6 | Analysis of structural variability in the modifying and condensing regions 2 

of MAS and related multienzymes. a-d, Analysis of interdomain conformational variability between the 3 

18 protein chains in the MAS modifying region crystal structure. a, b, Variability of ER positioning 4 

relative to DH from two perspectives reveals a screw axis motion combining translation of up to 8.5 Å 5 

with rotation of up to 13.6°. c, d, Variability of ΨKR/KR domain orientation relative to DH (c) and ER 6 

(d), respectively, reveals a hinge located in the interdomain linker region. e , f, Top and front view of six 7 

overlayed KS-AT didomain structures6,11,12,66,67 as indicated and the derived rotational distance of AT 8 
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positioning around a common hinge in the LD. a-f, Relative locations of individual structures are 1 

highlighted by representative colored helices. Translational components are indicated with an arrow on 2 

the rotation axes with signs indicated on the principle axis (thick, colored according to the moving 3 

domain). All structures are aligned to a MAS reference domain (colored ribbon). Rotation axes are shown 4 

for rotations larger than 6° and arrows are shown for translations larger than 1 Å. 5 

 6 
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Extended Data Figure 7 | A comprehensive phylogenetic analysis classifies MAS into the branch of 1 

modPKSs. Phylogenetic tree for 55 fully reducing MASs/PKSs/FASs modules were constructed based on 2 

only KS domains (a), complete condensing regions (b), the ER domain (c), or all catalytic domains (d). 3 

M. smegmatis MAS (MAS (Ms), bold, italic) and Msl-PKSs (italic) are more closely related to modPKSs 4 

(light green) and distinct to fiPKSs (blue) and animal FASs (yellow). All modules are labeled as: Protein 5 

name (organism abbr.) Uniprot number. Units are given as amino acid substitutions per site. Indices 6 

correspond to Extended Data Fig. 5. 7 
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 1 

Extended Data Figure 8 | SAXS analysis supports a MAS-like organization of PKS modifying 2 

regions. Models (left) of modifying region organization and their respective theoretical and experimental 3 

scattering curves as well as pair-distance distributions (right) are shown. a, b, As proposed by Zheng et 4 

al., the intact SpnB modifying region was modeled based on the domain-swapped SpnB ER-ΨKR/KR 5 

structure19, using either the structure of FAS (a) or of the MAS modifying region (b) as a guide for 6 

positioning KR relative to DH. The SpnB DH structure was generated by homology modelling. c, Model 7 
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of the intact SpnB modifying region with dimeric DH and ER based on the structure of the intact MAS 1 

modifying region. d, Crystal structure of MAS before and after fitting to experimental SAXS data. A 2 

good fit (χ=1.79) is obtained by fitting SAXS data with a single model corresponding to an average 3 

conformation of the MAS structure. e, Sequence organization of two authentic modPKS modifying 4 

regions of similar ER-KR linker length to SpnB (left), together with experimental SAXS scattering data 5 

(right). The data closely match calculated scattering curves for a MAS-like architecture, but disagree with 6 

models based on a monomeric ER as suggested for SpnB. 7 
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Corrigendum 1 

In this letter, we have studied the three-dimensional structure of a protein from Mycobacterium 2 
smegmatis assigned as mycocerosic acid synthase (MAS) in sequence databases (Uniprot: A0R1E8 ; 3 
NCBI: YP_888986.1) to provide, in conclusion,  a template structure of MAS-like PKS and a first example 4 
for the architecture of reducing polyketide synthases (PKSs). However, we now note that Etienne et al.1 5 
provided a biochemical characterization of a deletion strain of the corresponding gene MSMEG_4727, 6 
which indicated a physiological role of the protein in the production of 2, 4,-dimethyl-2-eicosenoic acid, 7 
a lipid component of lipooligosaccharides, rather than mycocerosic acids, via a reaction closely related 8 
to those of MAS. Until comprehensive characterization at the protein level is available, the studied 9 
protein should thus be referred to as a „mycocerosic-acid synthase like-PKS/MAS-like PKS“. We thank 10 
the authors for drawing our attention to this publication. Scientific conclusions of our manuscript remain 11 
unchanged. 12 
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